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Abstract: Currently, cross-domain load balancing is one of the core issues for software defined
networks (SDN) in cloud data centre, which can optimise resource allocation. In this paper, we
propose a cross-domain load balancing mechanism, CDLB, based on Extensive Messaging and
Presence Protocol (XMPP) for SDN in cloud data centre. Different from poll method, XMPP
based push model is introduced in the proposed scheme, which can avoid wasting network and
computing resources in large-scale distributed network environment. The proposed scheme
enables all the controllers in the flat distributed control plane to share the same consistent
global-view network information in real time through XMPP and XMPP publish/subscribe
extension. Thus, the problem of non-real time information synchronisation can be resolved and
cross-domain load balancing can be realised. The simulations show the efficiency of the
proposed scheme.
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Introduction

Based on a hierarchical approach, software defined
networks (SDN) separate the control plane from the data
plane. In control plane, there is a programmable controller
which includes all of control modules, such as link
discovery and topology management. In data plane, plenty
of SDN switches, which only take charge of data
forwarding, connect together by physical links. OpenFlow
(McKeown et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2016; Li et al., 2015,
2016; Wang et al., 2017; Benamrane et al., 2016), as a
communication protocol between the SDN controller and
switch, plays a critical important role in SDN networks.
Through OpenFlow, a SDN controller (Doriguzzi-Corin
et al., 2016; Luo et al., 2015; Izard et al., 2016; Yang et al.,
2017; Caba and Soler, 2016; Alsmadi, 2016; Gude et al.,
2008; Koponen et al., 2010; Yeganeh and Ganjali, 2012;
Tootoonchian and Ganjali, 2010) can send forwarding
policy to a SDN switch and a SDN switch can report its
requests to the related SDN controller too. Due to the
programmable features, a SDN controller also calls network
operate system (NOS). A SDN controller is extensible that
we can flexibly add some function modules into it.
With the increase of network size, many companies
build data centres in different regions. There is a tendency

for companies to update their network architecture from
traditional TCP/IP to SDN. A data centre is always
deployed in a place far away from the others, so that it is
quite necessary for different data centres to own their
personal SDN controllers to ensure the quality of service
(QoS).
In this paper, we treat a data centre which takes
advantage of SDN technology as a SDN domain. Therefore,
different data centres of a company will form a
distributed SDN control plane architecture. In this paper, a
cross-domain load balancing mechanism based on
Extensive Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP)
(Farkas et al., 2015; Guo et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2015a,
2015b) with push model for flat distributed SDN control
plane of enterprise network is proposed. The proposed
scheme relies on XMPP using push functionality for
achieving better scalability and shorter delay. As the instant
message character of XMPP, our proposed approach makes
it possible for a controller to send its updated state
information to other controllers in real-time. The updated
state information in the proposed mechanism is mainly
associated with the load of SDN controllers (Lange et al.,
2015; Aslan and Matrawy, 2016; Frosterus et al., 2015;
Tuncer
et
al.,
2015;
Gutierrez-Garcia
and
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Ramirez-Nafarrate, 2015; Sanjeevi and Viswanathan, 2017;
Kessl, 2016), Therefore, the instant message mechanism can
solve a single point of failure to some extent by providing
the real-time updated state information to load balancer.
The rest of paper is organised as follows: we present the
related work in Section 2. Then we describe the basic
architecture in Section 3 and analyse the communication
mechanism in Section 4. We do some analysis in Section 5.
Then we conclude this paper in Section 6.

2

Related work

Several attempts have been done to distribute SDN
controllers. ElastiCon (Dixit et al., 2014) presents an elastic
distributed controller architecture which balances the load
across controllers thus ensuring good performance at all
times while a WE-Bridge mechanism to enable different
SDN administrative domains to peer and cooperate is
proposed in Lin et al. (2015). Samadi et al. (2015) presents
a novel converged data centre network architecture based on
SDN technology to enable on-demand rack-to-rack
connectivity across data centres and Phemius et al. (2014)
analyses an extensible distributed SDN control plane which
can manage its own network domain and communicates
with other controllers to provide end-to-end network
services thus coping with the distributed and heterogeneous
nature of modern overlay networks. A novel converged
inter/intra data centre network architecture was presented in
Samadi et al. (2015). The architecture enables physical
distributed data centres connect rack-to-rack on demand
while Casellas et al. (2015) shows a distributed SDN control
plane which makes use of multi-protocol label switching
protocols (GMPLS) as their east/west interfaces. In addition
to the related technology of XMPP, ISMF (Si et al., 2013)
shows an example of how to simplify cloud server
management and enhance scalability and flexibility in
Figure 1

large-scale data centre through the push mechanism
(Liaskos and Tsioliaridou, 2016) of XMPP. The active
XML rules enable servers to send relevant information to
interested remote users in response to new events occurring
in the XML-based repositories.
In this paper, we propose an instant messaging scheme
for load balancing among different cloud data centres based
on XMPP with push model. We combine the extensible
features of XMPP with the active push services provided by
XMPP extensions to enable one SDN controller to send its
state information, like cpu, memory, network bandwidth, to
other interested controllers in real time. Compared to other
articles, our scheme takes advantage of the instant message
and active push character of XMPP to solve the problem of
non-real time information synchronisation among multiple
controllers in the flat distributed SDN control plane. The
load module in SDN controllers can achieve load balancing
based on the real-time consistent state information. Thus,
our proposed mechanism can solve the problem of a single
point of failure in cloud data centre to some extent.

3

Basic architecture

We propose an instant messaging scheme for flat SDN
control plane based on XMPP. The proposed scheme
enables a SDN controller to push its updated information to
other domains in real time. The updated information in this
paper is mainly the state information of SDN controllers,
such as the usage of cpu, bandwidth utilisation, network
overhead, etc. Compared to other distributed systems based
on pull technology, it overcomes the shortcomings of
non-real time information synchronisation. The realisation
of much open source software about XMPP makes our
instant messaging scheme very easy to implement in the
future.

A cross-domain load balancing scheme for distributed controller plane (see online version for colours)
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As described in Figure 1, the control plane includes five
main parts: SDN controller, XMPP agent, XML-based
database, OpenFlow virtual switch (OVS), load equaliser
and virtual private network (VPN) tunnel. In this section we
mainly analysis SDN controller and VPN tunnel. Other
modules will be described in the following sections.

4.1 Component design

3.1 SDN controller

1

XML-based database is used for storing global-view
load information of SDN controllers. The global-view
load information is a collection of network entities,
each of which contains a set of key-value pairs.

2

XMPP agent consists of XMPP servers and XMPP
client. XMPP servers are responsible for pushing
real-time updated load information to other interested
controllers while XMPP client supports subscribing
load information from others. It is integrated into all the
controllers.

3

Controller module is a SDN controller in the local
domain which integrates with XMPP agent. All SDN
controllers in our scheme are connected through vpn
tunnel.

4

SDN switch module is a plenty of switches which
support OpenFlow protocol. The switch can be physical
switch orvirtual switch, like OpenFlow virtual switch
(OVS). In this paper, the SDN switch mainly refers to
OVS.

5

Event source is triggered by XML-based database
module. In this paper, it can generate a variety of
events, each corresponding to certain load updated
information of controllers. Thereafter, it will notify
XMPP agent about the changing information.

6

Load equaliser is an important module in SDN
controllers. Based on the real-time updated state
information by XMPP server, it can achieve better load
balancing among SDN controllers.

The SDN controller plays a big role in the SDN networks
which contains a collection of pluggable modules, like, link
discovery, switch manager and so on. These modules
provide different network functions. A SDN controller
consists of two parts: an intra-domain part and an
inter-domain part. An intra-domain part takes charge of
managing topology, switches, hosts, flow table of the local
domain. The central component in an intra-domain part is
network information-base (NIB) which holds a collection of
network entities, each of which comprises of a set of keyvalue pairs. An inter-domain part is used for exchanging
global-wide network information with other controllers. In
our instant messaging system, we integrate a XMPP agent
module into every SDN controller. As NIB is mainly used
for storing the information of local domain, we add a
XML-based database into every SDN controller for storing
the global-view information. The XML-based database
supports certain operations, like add, update, delete and
query based on Extensible Markup Language (XML) related
technology. The XMPP agent plus with XML-based
database enables a controller to communicate with other
controllers in real time.

The instant messaging system consists of the following
components. For the decentralised character of XMPP, we
only discuss the situation that a controller pushes the
changed information to other subscribed controllers. The
relationship of the components is described in Figure 2.

3.2 VPN tunnel
For the sake of security, almost all large enterprises utilise
VPN tunnel technology to achieve the communication
among different cloud data centres located in different
locations. VPN tunnel is constructed by establishing a logic
point-to-point network connection through the use of traffic
encryption and virtual tunnel protocol. Therefore, in this
paper, we adopt VPN tunnel technology for secure
transmission of XML data packets in the backbone network.
We just need to encapsulate the XML data packets at the
edge of one certain cloud-based data centre and prepare for
decapsulating the related XML data packets at the edge of
the other data centre. As XML data packets are mainly the
state information of SDN controllers, such as the usage of
cpu, memory, network, there is no need to consider the
effects of encapsulating or decapsulating XML data packets.

4

Proposed instant message scheme

To understand the instant message mechanism of flat
distributed SDN control plane, we not only need to discuss
the functionality of every component but also have the
obligation to analyse the communication process among
different components.

Figure 2

The components of instant message system

4.2 Communication mechanism
The instant message system is based on push mechanism
with a rule-based model. Other controllers subscribe to the
rules that they care about from XMPP agent. When the
datasets of database in the local controller change, they can
fetch these updated data matching the design rule repository
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in real time and synchronise these data into their own
database.
The system uses XMPP and OpenFlow protocol
together. As we all know, the OpenFlow protocol is used for
the communication between SDN controller and SDN
switch while XMPP is responsible for coordinating the
communication of all other components in our system. We
take advantage of these two protocols together to enable our
system to become more reliability and stability.
The communication process of the system is described
in Figure 3.
1

Subscriber module firstly subscribes to certain rules
from the XMPP agent module. Then the module will
send a message representing the successful subscription
to subscriber module.

2

OpenFlow switch sends a request to the related
controller. Then the controller gives it a response
through OpenFlow protocol. This process is likely to
update the NIB of the controller. If the dataset of NIB is
updated, the controller needs to store the changed
information to the XML-based replicated database.

3

A trigger module in the XML-based database will
notify the event source when the dataset of the
XML-based database is updated.

4

The event source creates an event and publishes it on
the specific topic which stores in the repository of
XMPP server.

5

The XMPP server makes use of push technology to
send the updated event to specific controllers that
subscribe the related topic.

6

Load equaliser takes some measures to achieve better
load balancing among controllers in cloud data centre
based on the real-time state information.

Figure 3

The communication process of the system (see online
version for colours)

identification. The event element comprises a set of
key-value pairs. A key represents an attribute while a value
is corresponding to the value of related attribute. The action
element consists of a series of action sets like ADD,
DELETE and UPDATE. Among these three elements, the
identification and event element is required while the action
element is optional.
Figure 4

The rule for switch

As described in Figure 4, the rule for switches is used for
checking the state of SDN switch which consists of three
elements except for the UPDATE, MIGRATE action. The
three elements are a controller id, a switch id and a
corresponding action. A controller id is a 48 bit MAC
address while a switch id is a 32 bit IP address. A
corresponding action is a mapping between SDN controller
and SDN switch. The ADD action indicates that the SDN
switch is added to a special domain managed by the SDN
controller while the DELETE action suggests that the SDN
switch is removed from the domain. On the contrary, there
are four elements in the UPDATE action: a controller id, a
updated switch id, an original switch id, a UPDATE action.
The meaning of these elements is as same as the discussed
before so that The UPDATE action represents that a new
SDN switch (usually a virtual switch in the cloud-based data
centre) takes the place of the original switch. The
MIGRATE action also consists of four elements: C1, C2, a
switch id and the MIGRATE action. C1 is the id of original
controller before migration while C2 is the id of new
controller after migration. With this MIGRATE action
entry, it enables us to know the migration of switch in real
time.
The other kind of entry is used to calculate the load of a
local SDN controller. In our instant message system, we use
four parameters to measure the load of a server. These four
parameters are cpu, memory, disk and network bandwidth.
As described in Figure 5, this type entry comprises of five
elements. There are a controller id, the usage of cpu, the
usage of memory, the state of disk and the bandwidth of
network. The usage of cpu, memory, disk and network can
be acquired by certain tools or a simple python script.
Figure 5

The rule for controller

4.3 Rule repository

4.4 XML-based database and event source

The rule repository consists of a set of entries and each of
them is similar to a key-value pair. There are three types of
elements in an entry: identification, event and action. The
identification element is used to show the uniqueness of an
entry so that different entries must have different

As a complement of NIB of SDN, the XML-based database
plays a big role in our instant message system. First of all,
the XML-based database needs to be initialised by the
content of NIB. And if the request of SDN switch changes
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the datasets of NIB, the XML-based database should
immediately update its content according to these changes.
There is a trigger module in the XML-based database. The
trigger module is used for notifying the event source when
the dataset in the XML-based database changes. To find out
what datasets have been changed, the trigger module is
responsible for comparing the content before and after
modification. As the XML-based database communicates
with other modules through XMPP protocol and the XMPP
protocol is based on XML, it is quite necessary for the
database to convert the query results to XML format. Then
the other modules can parse the results by the use of
XML-related technology, like XQuery.
The communication between XML-based database and
event source is described in Figure 6. Firstly, the
XML-based database makes use of the trigger module to
query whether its data changed. If the database is different
after modification, a notification will be sent to event
source. Finally, the event source is responsible for creating
an updated event according to the publish rule repository.
Figure 6

The communication between replicated database and
event

4.5 XMPP server and subscriber
As discussed above, XMPP server is a core part of XMPP
agent module. We can see from Figure 7 that the XMPP
server has two things to do. One is receiving the request of
subscribers, updating the rule repository according to the
subscription. The other is querying the rule repository when
the event source produces an event notification on certain
rules. The rule repository is a XML-based database which
supports operation by using certain XML technology, like
XQuery for query. If results of this query match with
subscribed rules, the XMPP server makes use of push
functionality to send the event notification to the
corresponding subscribers.
In a cloud-based data centre, the topology and network
traffic change constantly which is very likely to cause load
unbalancing among different domains. We can take
advantage of the pushing character of XMPP server to
enable a controller to learn the load information of other
controllers in real time. Therefore, load module of each
controller can take some measures to achieve load balance
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in data centres according to the global-view load
information of SDN controllers.
Figure 7

5

The communication between XMPP server and
subscriber

Analysis and evaluation

In an enterprise data centre, the network traffic change
dynamically. It is very likely that the load of a domain is
heavy while another domain takes charge of small network
traffic. Finally, it may cause that the load among controllers
is not balanced which can lead to some serious problems,
like, a single point of failure, server failure. However, our
instant message scheme has the ability to solve these
problems to a certain extent because it can push updated
state information of one controller to other interested
controllers in real time. In our proposed mechanism, the
pushed state information is mainly the load of controllers,
such as the usage of cpu, memory or network overhead.
These updated state information is vital to load equaliser in
the SDN controller as load equaliser can make use of these
information to achieve load balancing among SDN
controllers. Thus, our proposed mechanism makes a great
contribution to optimise the allocation of resources among
SDN controllers.
As discussed above, we define two kinds of rules for
event notification. The rule for switch is used for
monitoring the relation between switch and controller while
the rule for controller enables network administrator to
know the load information of all controller nodes. We can
make use of the rule for controllers to monitor the load state
of any controller. The load state comprises the usage of cpu,
memory, disk, network bandwidth as well as the number of
managed switches. When the load gap between two
controller nodes exceeds a certain value, it reminds the
administrator to take appropriate measures to dispatch some
tasks from a heavy controller to a light controller.
Figure 8

Load monitor and schedule of the proposed scheme
(see online version for colours)
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The most common way to lighten the load is switch
migration. In a cloud-based data centre, there are two kinds
of switch: physical switch and virtual switch. The number
of virtual switches is much more than the physical switches
and virtual switch supports OpenFlow protocol better than
physical switch. In this paper, we only consider the
migration of virtual switch. As described in Figure 8, we
suppose that an enterprise consists of three data centres
which located in different areas. Each data centre is
managed by a SDN controller cluster and all of the switches
are OVS. We assume that the domain managed by
controller cluster B is under the heavy load while controller
A remains large amounts of cpu resources and controller C
has adequate network bandwidth resources according to the
result of load monitoring. Through network analysis tool,
we find that S3 takes up a lot of network bandwidth and cpu
resource. Therefore, we elect S3 as the migration node. We
can transfer S3 to controller A or controller C according to
resource requirements and load balancing algorithm.
Finally, this change will be pushed to other controllers
based on the rule for switch.
There are two ways for exchanging information between
two network nodes. A poll-based approach is based on
request response mechanism while a push-based approach
makes use of publish-subscribe mechanism. We can see
from Figure 9, a client needs to connect to a server before it
can receive message from the server in a poll-based
approach. If the server is ready for this connection, it sends
a response to the client. After receiving the ready response
from the server, the client can send a request to fetch certain
data. The connection between client and server will not stop
until the data of server is ready. Different from the
pull-based approach, a push-based approach does not need
to maintain a long connection between a client and a server.
Figure 9

The communication is initiated by the server and the server
knows nothing about client nodes. The server just pushes an
event notification to client nodes when the subscribed
dataset is changed. We can conclude that a poll-based
approach consumes more computing and network resources
while a push-based approach needs to add an intermediate
node to forward an event notification. Therefore, a pollbased approach is better suited for stable environment while
a push-based approach is suited for rapidly changing data
environment.
In this article, we use push model provided by XMPP
publish/subscribe extension to synchronise the global-view
information to all the controllers. The push model
overcomes the shortcomings of poll model and it has the
ability to synchronise the rapidly changing global
information to all the controllers in real time. Therefore, it is
well suited for the flat SDN control plane of enterprise
network which consists of a set of data centres. Next, we
use Mininet simulation tools to do some experiments to
verify the advantage of the proposed mechanism. The first
one is for testing the packet delay of end-to-end
communication. The second one is used for testing the
packet loss. The last one is used for testing the network
throughput. The packet delay is an vital import index
measuring the speed of pushing updated information by
XMPP server. In this paper, we do not consider tunnelling
delay because it is a common and mature technology used
in cloud centres. The faster the speed of information
transmission, the more likely providing information to the
load module timely. Thus, it enables cloud data centres to
achieve better load balancing results and avoid a single
point of failure. The second important index is packet loss
which is a measure of network overhead. The last index is
network throughput.

The mechanism of push and pull scheme (see online version for colours)
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5.1 Packet delay
Figure 10 depicts the average packet delay for both our
proposed instant message scheme and traditional pull
approach. We can see that the latency of the two schemes is
basically the same when the network traffic is between
10 M and 30 M. With the rise of network traffic, the latency
of traditional pull method growth rapidly while the latency
of our proposed method increases slowly. A careful
observation of Figure 10 shows that the maximum delay of
our push approach is about 260 ms while the pull approach
is up to 620 ms. Therefore, we can conclude that the
average latency of our proposed approach is better than the
pull approach according to the result of simulation.
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traditional pull approach. The reason for this phenomenon is
that our proposed scheme is based on the push mechanism.
Compared to the traditional method, this scheme can reduce
network overhead and network congestion under large-scale
network traffic.
Figure 11 The average packet loss rate of network (see online
version for colours)

Figure 10 The average packet delay of network (see online
version for colours)

5.3 Network throughput

The latency performance of our proposed method is better
than pull approach because pull method needs to continually
send heartbeat message to monitor the state of the certain
controllers. When the state of servers have changed, the
servers response to the certain clients(generally other
domain controllers) its changed message in order to
maintain the consistency of the global network view.
Moreover, like e-mail, when one XMPP client sends an
XMPP message to one of its contacts at a different domain,
the XMPP client firstly establish a connection with its
server which then connects directly the contacts server
without intermediate hops. At last, our push mechanism not
only reduces the communication overhead of the controller
cluster, but also shortens the time delay which is quite
important to distributed network environment.

5.2 Packet loss
Figure 11 shows the average packet loss rate of the network.
In the initial stage, the network traffic is small, and the
average packet loss rates of both schemes are around zero.
However, the number of packets through the underlying
network has increased significantly over time resulting in
increased packet loss rate of both schemes. The growth rate
of our proposed instant message scheme is less than

Figure 12 depicts the average throughput of our proposed
instant message scheme based on XMPP related technology
and the traditional pull approach. When the size of network
traffic is small, the network throughput of the two schemes
is basically the same. With the increase of network traffic,
the average throughput of our proposed scheme is great than
the traditional method, we can attribute this phenomenon to
lower packet loss and lower network bandwidth
consumption.
Figure 12 The average throughput of network (see online
version for colours)
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Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a cross-domain load balancing
scheme based on XMPP and XMPP push model for flat
distributed SDN control plane of enterprise network. The
proposed scheme relies on push technology which is
supported by XMPP publish/subscribe extension enabling
all the controller nodes to share the same global-view load
information. We also take advantage of XMPP core
functionality to enable a controller to communicate with
other controllers by XML stream. Our cross-domain load
balancing scheme has the ability to synchronise the updated
information of a domain to other controllers in real time.
The real-time consistent state information enable load
equaliser in SDN controllers to achieve load balancing and
avoid a single point of failure.
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